Abstract-The vision system plays a very important role for people. Eye movements are an important part of human`s vision system. Fixational eye movements have been studied for many years, but fixational eye movements have not been explained clearly because of the technical problems. To measure these eye movements, we developed a new eye movement measurement device that offers sufficient accuracy. The device can detect rotation of eye movements in three degrees of freedom and is also less-invasive. We conducted some performance evalution experiments in order to validate the feasibility and effectiveness of the system.
third type of eye movement is the microsaccade. These movements have an amplitude of 5-120 min (monocular) or 6-120 min (binocular) and are rapid, with speeds of approximately 6-120 deg/sec (monocular) or 10-120 deg/sec (binocular) [5] . Their motion is jerky. Although many methods of detecting these features are available, the classical methodologies are unable to directly capture the smallest eye motions because of their significant technological limitations. The accuracy of devices such as an EOG (Electro-oculogram) [6] or a head-mounted camera [7] is not sufficient to detect the quality of fixational eye movements. Accordingly, Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram rather than an experimental result.To analyse these small movements, a measurement technique needs to be able to detect them in three rotational degrees of freedom simultaneously with an accuracy of 0.0001deg. Moreover, the methodology should be minimally invasive to the experimental subject.
We have developed a new device in our laboratory in response to these demanding requirements. [8] - [10] Here, we use our high-accuracy device to demonstrate several new types of fixational eye movement. These results indicate the need for a review of the conventional thinking about fixational eye movements.
II. METHOD

A. System Components
The eye movement measurement system includes head-fix stage, high-speed cameras, microscope lens, laser line mark, display, optical fiber and vibration removal table. Fig. 2 The head-fix stage was used to fix the head of experimental subject so that the movements of head can be canceled. Two high-speed cameras with microscope lens were used to capture the image of blood vessel of white of eye. By using image processing can detect the displacements of the sclera images.The lens we used called telecentric lens. Telecentric lens produces images of the same size regardless of the distance between the lens and image sensor, so we did not need measure the distance between eyeball and camera. We used optical fiber to illuminate because even illumination can be made by it. The display was used to show the experimental target. Laser line marks were used to measure the angle of the camera line. 
B. Detection Methods
Our system was established to measure the three degrees of freedom of eye rotation, as shown in Fig. 3 . From the cameras positions, the following equations are obtained.
So, (1)- (4) The translational movements of eyeball can be considered caused by the contraction of muscles and the pulsation of blood pressure. From the conformation of human eye, because the eyeball was tightly wrapped in the inside of the eye socket, the translational movements of horizontal (Y axis direction) and vertical (Z axis direction) of eyeball are very small. The conformation was only impacted the translational movements on optical axis direction (X axis direction), because only the front of eyeball was not wrapped by eye socket. Here we considered that the influence of translational movements of horizontal and vertical can be ignored. Because equation (5)- (7) show that the displacements caused by translational movements on optical axis direction (x l-x and x r-x ) are not influence the rotation, therefor the rotation angles of the eyeball can be described by following mathematical equations.
[
where  x and  y are the parameters for translating a distant The displacements (x l , y l ) and (x r , y r ) of the captured eye images shown in Fig. 2 were recorded using an image-processing algorithm, SURF [11] , which can perform these measurements in sub-pixels. The displacements (x l , y l ) and (x r , y r ) included both rotational information and translational movements information of the eyeball, i.e.
constant. Parameter r is the radius of the eyeball. Because the value of this parameter is difficult to measure for individual subjects, we have used standard data for the human eye. r = 12 mm
C. Image Processing
The system provides accurate results through an image-processing algorithm applied to high-resolution photos of the surface of the sclera. Two high-speed cameras with telecentric lenses were stationed at an identical specified angle from the optical axis of the eye on opposite sides, as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
The displacement of the captured eye images was then recorded using an image-processing algorithm, SURF [11] , which can perform these measurements in sub-pixels. The approach is described as follows: 1) The first sclera image frame is used as the template frame. SURF extracts a set of feature points from the template. 2) Extract the same feature points in the reference frames, and match the feature points in the template and reference frames. 3) Delete the incorrectly matched feature points. The feature points in the template frames should have the same relative positions as in the template frame. 4) Calculate the displacement between the reference and template frames using the positions of the feature points in the two frames.
III. EXPERIMENTS
We conducted some performance evalution experiments in order to validate the feasibility and effectiveness of the system.
A. Error of Image Processing
In order to detect the accuracy of image processing, we conducted the verification experiment. The detection system which can measure the fixational eye movements should have the accuracy by sub-pixel. Here we calculated the error of the program we made.
First, we made a simulation video which we known the true value of the displacement in the images. In a 512 × 480pixel sclera image, we moved each 0.5pixel to cut a vector of 452 × 420pixel. Every vector was one frame of the simulation video.
The the true value and the detected value of the simulation video was shown in Fig. 4 a and Fig. 4 b . Fig. 5 shown the errors of the tracking processing in horizontal and vertical. All the errors were small than 0.1 pixel. The result shown that the method we used in detecting the displacement of sclera images has enough accuracy to the fixational eye movements measurement. 
B. Infinitesimal Motion of the Head.
We conducted the verification experiment in order to detect the effects of the movement of head. We detected the movement of head when the head of experimental subject was fixed same as the fixational eye movements measurement experiments. 
C. Performance Compared with Existing Methods
D. Application of the System
We found an application of this fixational eye movements measurement system, that is the relationship between fixational eye movements and human`s mental state. The muscles which controls the eye movements have been classified as voluntary muscles. The movements of heart was controlled by the voluntary muscles. The physical condition of human can be checked by using ECG. Thus, detecting fixational eye movements may check the state of brain, because eyeball is the only organ connected to brain, which extends to outside of the body. We compared the fixational eye movements in normal state and in thinking state, in order to find the pattern of fixational eye movements which was associated with psychological state. We found that when people were in thinking, the number of microsaccades in the unit of time was reduced. Fig. 8 is an example of one person`s fixational eye movements in normal state and in thinking state. 
IV. CONCLUSION
To measure fixational eye movements, we developed a new eye movement detection system based on sclera vessels tracking method that offers sufficient accuracy.
This device can detect rotation in three degrees of freedom simultaneously and is also non-invasive.
The system has spatial resolution of 0.0008deg and temporal resolution of 1000 Hz.
This system not only can measure fixational eye movements but also can be used in ophthalmic diagnostic, blood examination [14] , psychology and so on.
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International Journal of Bioscience, Biochemistry and Bioinformatics, Vol. 3, No. 3, May 2013 265 As shown in Fig. 6 , We used high-speed camera to capure the canthal skin when the subject`s head was fixed to the stage. The magnification of the lens was 4.5 times, the frame rate was set as 250fps. Image processing was used to calculate the displacement of capture area. The result was shown in Fig. 7 a) . Although it is difficult to completely remove the effect of the head movement, comparing with the displacement of fixational eye movements Fig. 7 b) , the effect was very small.
